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Curtain side semitrailers with and without side boards.
Fastening the vertical rod of the cargo space with a cover flap and a tensioner. Fixing the fastening structure to the frame.
Cover flap of the vertical rod and fastening to the frame of a road vehicle.
Curtain side semitrailer with two tensioning rods.
Tensioning device of the tensioning rod for the side curtain to be fixed with a wire cable.

The manufacturer delivers the trailer structure also without the curtain flap for the front corner (no. 2). The fixing bolt of the tensioning device to be fastened on the frame should have a welded connection (no. 1)
Tensioning device of the vertical rod for the side curtain to be fixed with a wire cable. A retainer for fastening the bolts of the tensioning device onto the frame.
Side curtain for the front corner to be fastened with a fixing bar.

Without a tensioning device for the side curtain. Without a cover flap of the fixing bar.
A tensioning bar without a cover flap for the curtain of the front corner for a trailer with side boards. A tensioning bar for the front corner without a curtain tensioner fixed with a cover flap and a wire cable.
Different fastening structures of the fixing handles for the back doors of a road vehicle.
A base for the fixing handle fastened to the frame with bolts and metal plate covers.
Fixing handle. A base for the fixing handle of the back doors fastened to the frame with three bolts.
Fastening bolts of the base for the fixing handle to be fastened with nuts. A base for the fixing handle fastened to the frame with a plate with internal thread.
Fastening the base for the fixing handle to the frame with rivets.
Fastening the base for the fixing handle of the back doors of a van semitrailer without a fixing cable to the frame.
A base for the fixing handle with an opening for the customs seal, to be fastened with three bolts. Fastening the bases of the fixing handles to the frame.
SCHMTS
Side boards in the cargo space of a curtain side road vehicle that cover the curtain by 250 mm.
The side boards of the cargo space are not supported by the frame.
Fastening a vertical strap for the cargo space with movable sides and upper part to the curtain.
Fastening rivets of a vertical strap to be installed by the manufacturer.
Fastening rivets of a vertical strap that can be easily mounted and replaced with hand pliers. The use of these rivets allows access to the sealed cargo space without doing any external damage or leaving external traces of the activity.
Fastening rivets of a vertical strap which cannot be replaced nor mounted to a cargo space closed with a custom seal.
Void of the cargo space.
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